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A practical guideline how to tackle
interdisciplinarity—A synthesis from
a post-graduate group project
Max Oke Kluger 1✉ & Gerhard Bartzke1✉

The comprehensive understanding of increasingly complex global challenges, such as climate

change induced sea level rise demands for interdisciplinary research groups. As a result, there

is an increasing interest of funding bodies to support interdisciplinary research initiatives.

Attempts for interdisciplinary research in such programs often end in research between

closely linked disciplines. This is often due to a lack of understanding about how to work

interdisciplinarily as a group. Useful practical guidelines have been provided to overcome

existing barriers during interdisciplinary integration. Working as an interdisciplinary research

group becomes particularly challenging at the doctoral student level. This study reports

findings of an interdisciplinary group project in which a group of doctoral students and

postdoctoral researchers from various disciplines faced the challenges of reconciling natural,

social, and legal aspects of a fictional coastal environmental problem. The research group

went through three phases of interdisciplinary integration: (1) comparing disciplines, (2)

understanding disciplines, and (3) thinking between disciplines. These phases finally resulted

in the development of a practical guideline, including five concepts of interactive integration.

A reflective analysis with observations made in existing literature about interdisciplinary

integration further supported the feasibility of the practical guideline. It is intended that this

practical guideline may help others to leave out pitfalls and to gain a more successful

application of interdisciplinarity in their training.
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Introduction

The large economic, ecological, and demographical chal-
lenges caused by globalization led to the transition towards
interdisciplinary collaborations between scientific com-

munities, policymakers, and society (Langfeldt et al., 2012; Ped-
ersen, 2016). Integration of diverse understandings by
interdisciplinary collaboration is seen as most comprehensive
approach to complex environmental problems (Bromham et al.,
2016; Ledford, 2015a; Wagner et al., 2011). For example, a
paragon for addressing a complex environmental problem was
reported for Nova Scotia, Eastern Canada. In this study a group of
decision makers from industry, policy, research, communities, as
well as, fishery assessed an interdisciplinary way to sustainably
harness tidal energy potential (Palmer, 2018). In academia, how-
ever, discoveries are said to be more likely on the boundaries
between disciplines. In this case the latest methods and perspec-
tives can increase knowledge during interdisciplinary research
collaborations (Rylance, 2015). In contrast, single-disciplinary and
multi-disciplinary research collaborations increase impact output
in highly specialized fields. Therefore, interdisciplinary research
collaboration fosters deeper interaction and integration of various
disciplinary perspectives (Bergen et al., 2020; Gewin, 2014; Pykett
et al., 2020; Sá, 2008; Van Noorden, 2015).

In order to successfully investigate intricate problems, all involved
parties have to communicate and collaborate in an attempt to create
a common understanding and to learn from each other’s perspec-
tives. This ideally results in a new perspective that is more than the
sum of its components (Brewer, 1999; Nissani, 1997; Tauginienė
et al., 2020). As a result, global governance recognizes inter-
disciplinary research as the best way to address emerging multi-
faceted problems. Therefore, interdisciplinary programs were
strongly encouraged over the last decades (Bozeman and Boardman,
2014; Ledford, 2015b; Pedersen, 2016; Rylance, 2015), including
interdisciplinary research graduate programs. Among others, the US
graduate program Integrative Graduate Education and Research
Traineeship1 (IGERT) and the Toolbox Dialogue Initiative2 appear
to be good showcases for interdisciplinary approaches (Eigenbrode
et al., 2007; Goring et al., 2014; Kennedy et al., 2012; Laursen, 2018;
Pennington et al., 2013; Steel et al., 2017). Another typical example
for an interdisciplinary research training program is the Trust and
Communication in a Digitized World program, which examines how
trust can be developed and maintained under the conditions of new
forms of communication.3

To date, a broad range of interdisciplinary graduate education
programs have been established to address cross-cutting envir-
onmental and sustainability problems (Bruce et al., 2004;
Campbell, 2005; Graybill et al., 2006; Juhl et al., 1997; McCarthy,
2004; Morse et al., 2007; Morss et al., 2005; Rhoten and Parker,
2004; Skates, 2003). Nonetheless, from the doctoral student’s
perspective the focus on interdisciplinary research may not be
trivial, because in order to conclude their work in a time frame
that is often narrowly predetermined, doctoral students rarely
have the opportunity to gain a deeper understanding of dis-
ciplines outside of their own field (Welch-Devine, 2012; Welch-
Devine and Campbell, 2010). Collaboration efforts mostly come
in the form of the exchange of expertise between closely related
disciplines, for example in collaborations between geology and
biology. In such disciplinary and cross-disciplinary investigations
the integration of disciplines is straightforward. However, inter-
disciplinary collaboration efforts between disciplines not as
obviously related to each other, for example social and natural
sciences, can introduce misunderstandings because of stereotypes
(MacLeod, 2018). This can hinder research progress, leads to
unnecessary repetition or, in the worst case, can have negative
consequences when misunderstood theories are applied in
improper contexts (Campbell, 2005). In post-graduate training

programs, these problems are further complicated as doctoral
students are still at the stage of mastering the vocabulary of their
own disciplines, while, because of the large time effort, being less
interested in working out the meaning from another discipline’s
perspective.

Practical guidelines from established literature are commonly
the first choice to tackle interdisciplinary integration and research
process (Brandt et al., 2013; Brown et al., 2015; Lang et al., 2012).
It is also beneficial to reflect on assumptions originating from the
different disciplinary perspectives. An efficient communication
framework favours respectful attitudes within the research group,
resulting in effective cooperation rather than competition. Repko
and Szostak (2020) and Menken and Keestra (2016) synthesized
case studies about interdisciplinarity and provided a good road-
map and interdisciplinary research model how to work
interdisciplinarily.

One of the most prominent examples for interdisciplinarity is
the effect of climate change on the coastal environment. It
comprises of an interacting web of various disciplines covering,
for example, atmospheric and oceanographic issues, biological
consequences, economic interests, societal concerns, legal com-
mitments, political action as well as ethical implications. Our
study aims to extent the existing scientific literature about
interdisciplinary integration by focusing on the perspective of
post-graduates working in the coastal environment. We reflect on
an interdisciplinary group project in which doctoral students and
postdoctoral researchers from the interdisciplinary training pro-
gram INTERCOAST, having different single disciplinary back-
grounds, faced challenges of interdisciplinarity in a fictional
coastal environmental problem. From our observations about
advantages and challenges of interdisciplinarity, a practical
guideline was synthesized that could help to educate post-
graduates with different backgrounds to face an interdisciplinary
problem as a group and how to bypass the pitfalls when it comes
to interdisciplinary group work.

Methods
Background and composition of the group project. The post-
graduate training group Integrated Coastal Zone and Shelf-Sea
Research (INTERCOAST) was funded by the Deutsche For-
schungsgemeinschaft from 2009 to 2018 and was a collaboration
between the University of Bremen (Germany) and the University
of Waikato (New Zealand). The premier goal of INTERCOAST
was to gain an integrated understanding of the coastal environ-
ment from oceanographic, sedimentological, biological, socio-
economic, and legal perspectives. INTERCOAST consisted of 47
individual research projects, which until now resulted in ca. 100
publications in peer-reviewed journals and books. At present, the
majority of these publications aimed on disciplinary research
questions, whereas only few interdisciplinary studies have been
published (Koschinsky et al., 2018; Markus et al., 2015). Apart
from the high level of disciplinary research, the focus of
INTERCOAST was also set on interdisciplinary education, which
was provided to the post-graduates through workshops and group
projects.

From October 2014 to September 2015, 12 doctoral students
and two postdoctoral researchers set up an interdisciplinary
group project in which a problem related to the coastal
environment was investigated to gain a better understanding
from different disciplines. The proponents involved in the group
project came from different academic disciplines and therefore
had considerably different professional expertise about the coastal
environment. Research topics that were covered by the propo-
nents of the group project included, but were not limited to,
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studying iron enrichment in coastal sand deposits (Kulgemeyer
et al., 2017), various coastal erosion processes (Bartzke et al.,
2018; Biondo and Bartholomae, 2017; Blossier et al., 2017; Kluger
et al., 2017, 2019; Staudt et al., 2017), expansion mechanisms of
invasive seaweeds (Bollen et al., 2017), the public discourse of
coastal protection in Germany (Scheve, 2017), and legislative
differences between Germany and New Zealand regarding
underwater cultural heritage. The proponents of the group
consisted of geoscientists, biologists, social scientists, and legal
scientists, with geoscientists representing the majority (Table 1).
The bias in group composition arose from the large quantity of
individual research projects that focused on geoscientific topics.
The number of group proponents was restricted to 14 as this was
the number of doctoral students and postdoctoral researchers
who were available during the time period of the group project.

Setup of the group project. Literature reports that three main
goals of interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary research efforts
need to be established within their own programmatic routines
(Brandt et al., 2013; Lang et al., 2012). First, a research group
forms around a commonly agreed integrated research question.
To this end, it is important to identify an aim that does not
privilege any involved discipline over another (Campbell, 2005).
Further, it is necessary to create a common understanding of the
different disciplinary concepts, vocabulary, methods, and values.
Finally, an interactive communication framework needs to be set
up to allow for an efficient sharing of the on-going research within
the group. The group project reported in this study lasted for

11 months and was divided into three phases (Table 2), which were
loosely associated with the three goals of interdisciplinary and
transdisciplinary research described above: (1) phrasing an inte-
grated research question, (2) creating a common understanding,
and (3) establishing an interactive communication framework.

During the first 9 months (Phase 1), the postdoctoral
researchers organized monthly group meetings. These group
meetings consisted of an informal joint lunch break and a
subsequent formal seminar. The formal seminar commonly lasted
for 2 h and was organized and moderated by the postdoctoral
researchers. In the first formal seminar, the group brainstormed
about interdisciplinary topics related to the coastal environment
in an open discussion. The decision about whether a topic was
considered interesting and relevant to the coastal environment
was made based on a rather superficial discussion among the
group, without taking external expertise or research into account.
The selection of relevant topics was not based on democratic
decision, for example by means of a vote. A topic was considered
interesting and relevant to the coastal environment when at least
one proponent of the group supported the suggested topic and
nobody expressed an objection. From these topics, the group
chose the most interesting and relevant topic and framed a
common research problem for further literature research. Wind
energy production was selected as common research problem due
to its broad applicability to the different disciplines and its
prominence in the context of current societal and technical
developments related to climate change. The agreement about a
common research problem was achieved by an open vote.

Table 1 Composition of the group project InterWind.

Focus of subgroups Disciplinary background of individuum Expertise of individuum Gender Career stage

Geology Geoscientista Engineering geology Female Doctoral student
Geoscientist Marine sedimentology Female Doctoral student
Geoscientist Coastal sedimentology Male Doctoral student
Social Scientist Anthropologist Male Postdoctoral researcher

Biology Biologista Marine ecology Female Doctoral student
Geoscientist Marine geophysics Male Doctoral student
Legal Scientist Environmental management Male Doctoral student

Social science Social scientista Human geography Male Doctoral student
Geoscientist Engineering geology Male Doctoral student
Geoscientist Numerical modelling Male Postdoctoral researcher
Biologist Biodiversity Female Doctoral student

Legal science Legal scientista Coastal protection Female Doctoral student
Geoscientist Numerical modelling Female Doctoral student
Geoscientist Marine sedimentology Male Doctoral student

aLeader of the group.

Table 2 Progress of the group project InterWind.

Phase Activity Didactive instruments Month

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

1. Integrated research question Group meetings Brainstorming x
Literature review and presentations by each
post-graduate

x x x x x

Phrasing of integrated research question x x x
2. Common understanding Presentations of

subgroups
Preparation of group presentations by
subgroups

x

Group presentations and discussion x
3. Interactive communication
framework

Answering research
question

Role play x
Construction of conceptual model x
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The next step consisted of literature research: Each post-
graduate had the task to familiarize themselves with one aspect of
the common research problem, e.g. noise emission of wind
turbines, while focusing on differences between the four
disciplines, and prepared a short 10-min presentation about the
selected aspect of the common research problem. The group did
not monitor how long each individual post-graduate worked on
the literature research and the preparation of the presentation.
During seminars 2–6, the post-graduates presented their selected
aspect of the common research problem to the entire group. Each
presentation was followed by a 30-min to 1-h discussion phase
during which the proponents of the group discussed the
presented aspect in the light of their personal knowledge.

During seminars 7–9, the group phrased a commonly agreed
research question. This process started with a discussion about
the expected final outcome of the group project. At the end of the
seventh seminar, the group agreed on (1) framing one integrated
research question related to the common research problem and
(2) answering this question interdisciplinarily. The eighth
seminar was spent on framing the integrated research question.
Several research questions were suggested by proponents of the
group. Out of the several research questions, the group
established a commonly agreed interdisciplinary research ques-
tion by means of an open vote, namely:

“How do natural, social, and legal disciplines change in
importance and interconnectivity when comparing poten-
tial wind farm locations (a) offshore within exclusive
economic zone, (b) offshore within territorial sea, and (c)
onshore near the coast?”

The ninth seminar was spent by the group to discuss and agree
on the strategy to answer the integrated research question. The
group decided to answer the integrated research question through
phases 2 and 3 as explained below. The group did not monitor the
involvement of individual group proponents during the process
of phrasing the integrated research question. The authors
therefore cannot judge about whether the idea of studying an
interdisciplinary problem with a common research question was
triggered by a single proponent of the group, or rather developed
successively from the entire group’s discussion.

During the 10th month (Phase 2), the proponents of the group
were asked to split into four multidisciplinary subgroups and
prepared 30-min group presentations, which were supposed to
address the research question by focusing on one of the four
disciplines (Table 1). Each subgroup consisted of one expert from
her/his own discipline by training. The other proponents of the
subgroups had professional expertise in one of the four
disciplines. For example, a social scientist, two geoscientists,
and one biologist formed a subgroup with focus on societal
aspects in respect to the research question. The social scientist
was the expert of this subgroup, moderated the progress within the
subgroup, and could help the other proponents of the subgroup in
case of misunderstandings related to social scientific issues. The
subgroups formed randomly; because of the relatively small number
of proponents participating in the group project, they were not
always composed of researchers from all four disciplines. The
content of the group presentation was divided equally among the
proponents of the subgroup to provide the possibility that every
proponent would contribute equally to the outcome of their group
presentation. The group did not monitor how long each subgroup
prepared themselves for their group presentation. The authors
acknowledge that an equal contribution is difficult to judge upon
due to different personalities of the group proponents. One
proponent might spend more effort and time to her/his part of
the group presentation than others, or vice versa. The subgroups
presented their findings to the entire group during the first day of a

2-day off-campus retreat. Each of the four presentations were
followed by a discussion phase. During the discussion phase, the
proponents of the group were asked to focus on how the four
disciplines addressed the research question in their group presenta-
tion. This approach was chosen to create a common understanding
of the different disciplinary concepts, vocabulary, methods, and
values relevant to the research question. The final outcome of the
discussion phase was the common agreement throughout the group
to perform a role play as interdisciplinary interactivity.

Phase 3 started with the role play, which was conducted on the
second day of the 2-day off-campus retreat. The aim of the role
play was to transfer the integrated knowledge gained from the
group presentations into an interactive communication frame-
work. The role play included a 2-h planning phase, followed by a
2-h preparation phase, the actual role play (ca. 1 h), and was
completed with a 2-h discussion phase. In the planning phase, the
proponents of the group nominated different communication
scenarios in which the research question could be addressed by all
four disciplines. The group decided that the role play would be
framed in an open forum in which actors, representing the four
disciplines’ interests, would discuss where to construct a future
fictional wind farm in Germany. Afterwards, all group proponents
slipped into a role and prepared themselves for their part in the role
play. One group proponent proposed the role of a moderator. The
proponents chose roles based on their individual interests and
preferences in order to increase motivation and to maintain a long
and interesting discussion among proponents of the group.

The role play took place in a seminar room and the actors were
seated in a circle of chairs. The moderator started the role play by
introducing him/herself and the reasoning for an open forum.
Subsequently, the other actors introduced their role and made a
first statement in which they highlighted their role and their role’s
opinion, as in the case of the present study, in the process of wind
farm construction. Afterwards, a discussion started among the
actors. This discussion was only loosely framed by the moderator,
giving the actors space to freely interact and communicate within
the group and respond to other actors’ opinions. The moderator
ensured that all actors had the chance to contribute equally to the
role play. Although it has to be acknowledged that the actors
contributed differently due to their different personalities and
role. After the role play, the proponents of the group discussed
the outcome of the role play with respect to importance of the
different actors and their interconnectivity between actors.

During two 6-h seminars, which took place in the month after
the 2-day off-campus retreat, the group went through a phase of
intense reflection in order to answer the research question stated
above. The first seminar was spent on finding a way to visualize
the involvement and role of each discipline in regard to the three
locations for wind farm construction. The group decided to
develop a conceptual model. In the second seminar, the group
created the conceptual model. All group proponents took part in
the seminars, but the group did not monitor whether or not all
proponents contributed equally to the final conceptual model.

Results
Phrasing an integrated research question—Phase 1. The inte-
grated research question was phrased during group meetings,
which took place in monthly intervals during the first 9 months of
the project (Table 2). Informal joint lunch breaks formed the first
platform of the group meetings. It was observed that doctoral
students and postdoctoral researchers exchanged private and
professional topics during the lunch breaks without paying much
attention to the disciplinary perspectives. Proponents had the
time and space to explain misunderstandings that arose from
the conversations throughout the group. It was observed that the
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group dynamics changed over time. During the first lunch breaks,
proponents were mostly interested in private topics or in pro-
fessional topics related to their own disciplines. At the end of the
9 months period of phase 1, it was observed that the proportion
of professional topics that were not related to their own dis-
ciplines increased. This shows that the informal lunch breaks
nurtured interdisciplinary emphasis of the group.

Formal seminars formed the second platform of the group
meetings. During the first formal seminar, the proponents
brainstormed about topics relevant to the coastal environment
and created a mind map. For the present study, this mind map
was visualized as perspective map in Fig. 1. Relevant topics to
the coastal environment considered by the group included, but
were not limited to, wind energy production, food production,
tourism and residential areas, industry and infrastructure,
waste water disposal and dredging, marine resources, and
underwater cultural heritage. The proponents divided the
coastal environment into three areas of interest, namely (1)
onshore near the coast, (2) offshore within territorial sea (up to
12 nautical miles offshore), and (3) offshore within exclusive
economic zone (up to 200 nautical miles offshore). After an
intense discussion and numerous refinements, the research
group decided that the challenge of increasing the proportion
of wind energy production within the next decades would
probably be the most relevant topic for interdisciplinary
research in the three areas of interest today (Deutscher
Bundestag, 2014; Ender, 2017). Therefore, the commonly
agreed research problem was framed on understanding the
complex roles and interactions between disciplines when
searching for an appropriate coastal wind farm location.
During phase 1 it was observed that for the proponents it
was of particular importance to be able to identify themselves
with the chosen research problem with respect to their
disciplinary background and to share their expertise with
the group.

The post-graduates presented their literature research about
one aspect of the common research problem (seminars 2–6). At
this stage, the definition of a specific research question was not
the premier goal of the group. The group was more concerned
with the establishment of a common understanding of inter-
disciplinary aspects within the research problem. It was observed
that the aspects chosen by the proponents still remained in their

own disciplines during this phase. For example, biologists chose
to read literature about bird collision within offshore wind farms
or whether or not noise emission would affect the behaviour of
marine mammals. A geoscientist was more concerned about the
possible difficulties of predicting the sediment stability around
wind turbines located in a highly dynamic environment. A social
scientist read literature about public perception of onshore and
offshore wind farms, whereas a legal scientist studied the
differences of regulatory frameworks of wind farm constructions
between the different areas of interest. In the following seminars,
the proponents seemed to become more familiar with the other
disciplines in the group and, but more importantly, appeared to
develop an interest to understand the other disciplines’ arguments
and concerns. We believe that this transformation towards
interdisciplinary group work was mainly initialized by the
exchange of personal and professional opinions during the
informal lunch breaks.

The phrasing of a commonly agreed research question
(seminars 7–9) turned out to be a long-lasting process.
Proponents discussed about topics such as the usefulness of
phrasing a single integrated research question or the general
thematic focus of the question. The hierarchy of words were a
matter of discussion too. Proponents argued about, for example,
whether or not the order of disciplines as phrased in the research
question (“How do natural, social, and legal disciplines […]”)
would refer to some kind of a hierarchical order. It was observed
that proponents with social and legal professional backgrounds
were more actively focusing on levelling the hierarchy of
disciplines than the natural scientists. This was probably because
social and legal disciplines formed the minority within the group,
felt underrepresented, and attempted to strengthen their position.

During the process of phrasing a common research question,
the group decided to name the group project InterWind, being a
word combination of interdisciplinarity and wind farms. The title
of the group project was initially suggested by one of the doctoral
students and was later commonly accepted by the entire group.
The authors believe that establishing both a common research
question and a project name was the most important step for the
proponents to identify themselves with the research project. This
was especially important because the doctoral students performed
the group project also during the last year of their Ph.D. and were
therefore preoccupied with other topics.
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Fig. 1 Coastal environmental topics that were under consideration for the interdisciplinary group work. The dark-shaded area highlights the three
different locations for wind farms, which are the commonly agreed research areas of the interdisciplinary group work. The three areas include a–c offshore
within exclusive economic zone (EEZ), offshore within territorial sea (TS), and onshore near the coast. Alternative suggestions for research areas include
d farming, e tourism and residential areas, f industry and infrastructure, g waste water disposal, dredging, and dumping, h scientific surveys, i underwater
cultural heritage, j marine resources, and k fishery.
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Creating a common understanding—Phase 2. Multidisciplinary
group work was used as a tool to improve the understanding of the
different disciplines with respect to the common research question
and to encourage interdisciplinary thinking. The proponents of the
subgroup approached interdisciplinary thinking from different
perspectives. On the one hand, the expert functioned as mentor and
could observe and comprehend the other proponents’ struggles and
difficulties when facing an unrelated discipline. On the other hand,
the proponents of unrelated disciplines enjoyed the immediate
benefit from explanations and advices provided by the expert in
cases of misunderstandings. The exchange of these two different
perspectives within subgroup encouraged interdisciplinary thinking.

The multidisciplinary subgroups presented their findings to the
entire group during the first day of the off-campus retreat. In the
presentations, the subgroups focused not only on their acquired
knowledge but also on their impressions and personal experiences
during the multidisciplinary group work. For example, one of the
multidisciplinary group presentations focused on how the proce-
dure of wind turbine construction differs throughout the three areas
of interest. Among other aspects, it was presented that the type of
foundation may differ from a surface foundation in the onshore
environment to monopile and tripod foundations in the offshore
environment. For the present study, this example was visualized in
the lower panel of Fig. 2. The differences between these three types
of foundations were presented from legal, geoscientific, and
biological perspectives. The subgroup did not find any societal
topics related to the type of foundations. Another subgroup
presented the impact of wind turbines on bird migration. The
proponents showed that in the public perception, collision with
wind turbines as a consequence of bird migration is considered a
major obstacle for the construction of wind turbines (Devlin, 2005).
However, recent systematic studies showed that birds tend to avoid
the wind turbines and that the thread for collision is highly
overestimated in the public (Hüppop et al., 2006).

These discrepancies between disciplines observed in the group
presentations were vividly discussed by the group. The group decided
to class the discrepancies with respect to the three areas of interest

(onshore near the coast, offshore within territorial sea, and offshore
within exclusive economic zone). In the following, the authors
describe the main findings the group made about the differences
between disciplines with respect to the three areas of interest.

In the onshore environment near the coast, the group
considered geological and biological environmental constraints
lower in importance compared with the offshore areas. The main
reason for this consideration was that, because onshore wind
turbines are commonly built in anthropogenically modified areas,
they commonly require simpler ground investigations and have a
limited effect on the ecosystem. In contrast, the group considered
the impact on society, represented by for example land owners
and tourists, as comparatively large (Wolsink, 2007). The group
explained this conclusion with the high visibility of onshore wind
turbines. In areas where the available space is already limited,
people may object the construction of wind turbines despite the
numerous positive effects on environment and economy.

In the offshore environment, the group discussed that various
geological aspects, such as the presence of strong wind and
hydrodynamic loads, the sediment properties of the subsoil, and
the wind turbine design, have to be accounted for (BSH, 2014).
Biological aspects include the possible effects of wind turbines on
the marine ecosystem (Desholm and Kahlert, 2005; Elmer et al.,
2007) as well as long-term climate variability due to reduction in
carbon dioxide emission (Kempton et al., 2007). The group
considered societal aspects high within the territorial sea as the
tourism industry and public acceptance may be influenced in
cases where offshore wind farms are visible from the coast
(Devine-Wright and Howes, 2010; Gee, 2010). In the exclusive
economic zone, societal impacts are mainly limited to shipping
industry and fishery (Berkenhagen et al., 2010). Due to the large
distance from the coast, offshore wind farms are generally more
accepted by coastal communities and negative effects on coastal
tourism are low (Hübner and Pohl, 2016; Hübner and Pohl,
2014). Therefore, the group considered societal aspects smaller in
the exclusive economic zone compared with the territorial sea.
The legal aspects, such as the regulatory framework for wind farm

a) Offshore
exclusive economic zone

b) Offshore
territorial sea

c) Onshore
near the coast
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Fig. 2 Conceptual model developed by the group during phase 2. It represents the different weighting (circle size) and interactivity (arrow width) of the
four disciplines in the context of wind farm construction between a offshore within the executive economic zone, b offshore within the territorial sea, and c
onshore near the coast.
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construction in Germany (BSH, 2014) was considered as equally
important throughout the three areas of interest.

The group further focused on comparing the interactions
between disciplines within the three areas of interest. The group
considered that the society emphasizes with fauna and flora more
easily than it does with practical aspects of geology, such as
geotechnical engineering efforts when searching for a wind farm
location. Therefore, the group weighted interactions between society
and biology higher than those between society and geology. The
highest interactions were considered to exist between society and
biology when wind farms form part of the landscape (onshore and
offshore within territorial waters) (Gee, 2010).

Establishing an interactive communicative framework—Phase
3. In the third phase, the group performed a role play in order to
transfer the integrated knowledge gained from the group pre-
sentations into an interactive communication framework (second
day of the off-campus retreat). The role play was framed in an
open forum in which stakeholders from one of the four dis-
ciplines discussed where to construct a future fictional wind farm.
The roles’ opinions reflected various aspects of the decision
process of wind farm constructions and encompassed, among
others, a local resident, a wind farm operator, an eco-activist, a
federal politician, and an employee working for a federal mar-
itime agency. During the role play the proponents had to
emphasize with their new role and built a line of argumentation
based on their role’s best interest. As the communication pro-
ceeded, the actors emphasized with the perspectives of the other
roles, made compromises, and finally decided on a wind farm
location every actor could agree upon.

The group went through intense discussions and reflections
about the group presentations and the role play in order to find
and agree on an integrated answer to the common research
question. The group agreed that the complex roles of disciplines
and interactions between disciplines with respect to the three
areas of interest could be best synthesized by means of a
conceptual model (Fig. 2). The group decided that the conceptual
model should be divided into the three areas of interest. Each
subdivision should consist of four geometrical shapes each of
them representing one of the four disciplines. The size of
geometrical shapes should reflect the group’s decision about the
dominance of individual disciplines over other disciplines in the
area of interest, respectively. Arrows of different widths would
connect the four geometrical shapes in order to visualize a degree
of interaction.

The group agreed that the legal framework provides the basis
of interactions between the other three disciplines. Therefore, the
law discipline was put into the centre (or heart) of the conceptual
model. A triangular shape was chosen for the law discipline,
symbolizing a cogwheel that drives the interactions and
communications between the other disciplines. The other three
disciplines were symbolized as circular shapes that surround the
law triangle. The circular shape was chosen to be different from
the law triangle, but without taking any other meaning into
account. Note that the relative position and colour of circles do
not indicate any hierarchical order of the disciplines but were
chosen solely for a better illustration of the conceptual model.

The relative weighting of the disciplines and their degree of
interaction were subject to long discussions throughout the
research group. The final conceptual model (Fig. 2) was the result
of various refinements that were made by all group proponents of
all four disciplines and may therefore be considered as a truly
interdisciplinary outcome. The conceptual model could indicate
weaknesses in current practices and involvements of disciplines
regarding wind farm constructions.

Discussion
Practical guideline for interdisciplinary research process. All
observations made during the interdisciplinary group project
were synthesized into a practical guideline (Fig. 3) that may
help other research groups composed of various disciplines to
engage in an interdisciplinary problem. The practical guideline
is conceptualized as a sequence of three phases of inter-
disciplinary integration: (1) comparing disciplines, (2) under-
standing disciplines, and (3) thinking between disciplines. The
basic concept of these three phases follows the suggestions
made by Lang et al. (2012) for transdisciplinary research pro-
cess, who divided integrative research process into (1) problem
framing and team building based on a societal and/or scientific
problem, (2) co-creation of solution-oriented transferable
knowledge, and (3) (re-)integration and application of created
knowledge in both societal and scientific practice. The con-
ceptual model of Lang et al. (2012) has many similarities to
other models in the literature (Carew and Wickson, 2010; Jahn,
2008; Krütli et al., 2010; Talwar et al., 2011) and was adopted by
numerous researchers (Brandt et al., 2013; Mauser et al., 2013;
Miller et al., 2014).

The conceptual model synthesized in the present study (Fig. 3)
starts with phase 1: Comparing disciplines. Doctoral students
and/or postdoctoral researchers, originally having professional
backgrounds in a single discipline, form a group and collect ideas
about a common research problem through group meetings. A
commonly agreed research problem is framed through iterative
refinements throughout the group proponents, before the group
decides upon an integrated research question. In phase 1,
proponents may face problems and misunderstandings when
trying to emphasize with the other disciplines. The limited
understanding about the other disciplines is illustrated in the
conceptual model by a dark cloud, which every proponent of the
group must enter in order to find an integrated research question
(as symbolized in the left part of Fig. 3). Group meetings that
combine informal lunch breaks with subsequent formal seminars
were found to be a successful tool for helping proponents to
compare disciplines, to collect ideas for a research problem,
which does not privilege one discipline over another, and to
finally reach a common agreement on an integrated research
question.

Lang et al. (2012) emphasized that the individual phases of
transdisciplinary research process are not likely to be a linear
process but often have to be performed in an iterative manner in
order to reflect about transdisciplinarity. Based on the methodo-
logical approach of the present study, the three phases of the
practical guideline followed a predefined chronological sequence,
without allowing any iterative adjustments between phases.
However, within phase 1 an iteration step was included that
allowed a refinement of the common research problem.

In phase 2, the group establishes a common understanding of
the different disciplines through multidisciplinary group work.
The different perspectives of expert and non-experts during
multidisciplinary group work nurtures empathy of proponents
when dealing with unknown disciplines. The proponents
familiarize themselves with an unknown discipline during their
own literature review, can discuss and change perspectives
during the preparation of multidisciplinary group presenta-
tions, and can finally benefit from listening to and discussing
about other presentations being held in an atmosphere not
related to normal work environment, for example during an
off-campus retreat. During this process, each proponent enters
the dark cloud of disciplines, previously considered to contain
research fields largely unrelated to each other, to steadily form
an interconnected transdisciplinary framework (as symbolized
on the left side of Fig. 3).
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In phase 3, the group discusses and reflects about the findings
with respect to the integrated research question through an
interactivity, for example a role play. The answer to the integrated
research question should reflect the ability of the group for
successful interdisciplinary work. An abstraction, for example
using a conceptual model, could be a helpful way to reduce
complexity and ensure an answer that can be accepted by the
entire group. During this process, the proponents finally start to
understand the integrated problem as multidimensional complex
of disciplinary interrelations and learn to think at the interfaces
between disciplines (as symbolized on the left side of Fig. 3).

Our practical guideline for approaching an interdisciplinary
problem may be considered as an extension to the conceptual model
for transdisciplinary research process of Lang et al. (2012). It largely
follows the three proposed phases of research process but also
incorporates five new concepts, namely group meetings, multi-
disciplinary group work, an off-campus retreat, an interactivity, and
an abstraction of interdisciplinarity that enable the research group to
approach an integrated problem interdisciplinarily.

Our practical guideline is endorsed by the five principles of
interdisciplinary collaboration presented by Brown et al. (2015).
Here the researchers initially undergone through a phase of
“forging a shared mission”, which provided an overall goal of
collaboration. The shared mission needed to be formulated broad
enough to incorporate meaningful roles for all disciplinary
researchers involved. This principle was also observed by us
during the process of phrasing an integrated research question in
phase 1 as shown in our practical guideline. Brown et al. (2015)
further described the usefulness of “T-shaped researchers”
(Hansen and Von Oetinger, 2001). Such researchers are reported
as experts in their own discipline, but are also capable of looking
beyond their scope. In our practical guideline, the development of
T-shaped researchers was nurtured through the multidisciplinary
group work in phase 2 and the interactivity in phase 3. By this,

the students have transferred into T-shaped researchers. In
particular, by learning that an active engagement with other
disciplines is important, and hence, understanding and appreciat-
ing their norms, theories, approaches, evolved as an important
step towards interdisciplinary collaboration.

We believe that our practical guideline will help others facing
similar challenges of interdisciplinarity and we are looking
forward to future initiatives that incorporate the practical
guideline into their interdisciplinary education. Nonetheless, we
think that our presented guideline describes a practical approach
to transform a disciplinary thinking group to an interdisciplinary
working team efficiently.

Advantages and challenges of interdisciplinary group work.
The interdisciplinary group project revealed a number of issues
that are common among other interdisplinary and transdisci-
plinary working groups. The group project was biased in terms
of disciplinary diversity. The majority of proponents had a
background in natural sciences, while only few proponents
came from social and legal science disciplines. The bias
between disciplines arose from the relatively small number of
participants, which possibly affected the weighting of one
discipline over another during the three phases of inter-
disciplinary integration, especially during the multidisciplinary
group work. Asymmetry in interdisciplinary integration was
also mentioned by Viseu (2015). She pointed out that social
sciences are often brought into a research team after the project
already have been started. Moreover, social scientists sadly
form the minority, lack in independence and funding, which
eventually leads to a hampering in knowledge production. For
future interdisciplinary group projects, we recommend that all
disciplines are equally involved during all phases of inter-
disciplinary collaboration. This will avoid problems related to

Post-graduates from 
different disciplines

Collection of research problems

Integrated
understanding

Discussion and
reflection

Basis for successful
interdisciplinary work

Group presentations
to peers

Off-campus
retreat

Multidisciplinary
group work

Informal
meetings

 Redefining 

Phase 1
Comparing disciplines

Phase 2
Understanding disciplines

Phase 3
Thinking between disciplines

Common agreement

Integrated research question

 Yes 

 No 

Literature review

Interactivity
(Role play)

Abstraction
(Conceptual
model)

‘duolc kraD‘

Fig. 3 Practical guideline to approach an interdisciplinary problem. Geometric objects (triangle, square, circle, and diamond) indicate different disciplines.
The term ‘dark cloud’ refers to an unresolved challenge that has to be encountered interdisciplinarily.
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an unequal distribution and weighing of disciplines within the
research group.

Communication problems on topics of mutual interest is
famously and anecdotally a common problem in interdisciplinary
collaboration. While the general challenges as well as the benefits
have long been recognized (Brewer, 1999; Nissani, 1997), we
would like to discuss some of the struggles that came with this
project with concrete examples. The problems we encountered
fall broadly into three categories: language (definition of terms,
implicit assumptions), form (writing style, structure, organiza-
tion), and prejudice (overcoming of stereotypes).

Language-based problems primarily appeared where certain
words have different definitions in colloquial language and the
technical terminology of one of the scientific disciplines. While
this was rarely the cause for complete misunderstandings, it
often led to lengthy discussions about the phrasing in written
form. An example is the word coast: In casual conversation, it is
more or less synonymous with beach or shore and can be
understood as where the land meets the sea; this would also be
the definition most people would use in an interview for a
sociological study. Geological definitions of the coastal system
include significant portions of the continental shelf up to the
shelf break, as well as inland areas that are still affected by
coastal processes, for instance by dune formation. For legal
purposes, distinctions are made between land, territorial waters,
exclusive economic zone, and international waters. These kinds
of discussions are an important part of the interdisciplinary
process and a sufficient amount of time should be set aside
for them.

Formal problems arose when decisions had to be made about
content and order of information, both in the oral presentations
and during the preparation of the present paper. Natural
sciences make extensive use of graphical forms of presentation
in the form of diagrams and sketches—a rarity at best in legal
sciences, which in turn make good use of footnotes for
clarification and additional information. Differing viewpoints
exist about the need to quantify data or the appropriateness of
qualitative descriptions. The order in which information is
presented greatly influences the focus set for the audience. The
audience itself is also a decisive factor; especially a mixed
audience of experts from different fields has very heterogeneous
expectations that can hardly be satisfied all at once. For the
present paper, decisions were made regarding style, structure,
significance of findings, and even writing conventions like first
vs. third person and formal tone.

Prejudice might come as an unexpected challenge. Post-
graduates of their various disciplines have been trained in the
environment of a certain academic culture that they tend to
identify with. This includes to distinguish their own discipline
from others, often in the form of humorous observations about
their aims, practices and usage as well as the perceived ranking of
the respective disciplines on a scale of scientific value (with their
own discipline of course close to the top).

Later in their career, when post-graduates become experts, they
find themselves in a position where they need to justify their
research in competitive environments, including the frequent
search for future funding or constant rate of publications in a
high-impact journal. By necessity, they learn to present their
work in a way that highlights its values. Although few scientists
will consciously think lesser of their colleagues, some may fall into
the trap of unconsciously evaluate other disciplines less
favourably than their own. From the observations made in the
present study, the reason for bringing disciplines together is not
to make scholars experts on all things (a rather hopeful goal) but
to enable them to collaborate on a shared and integrated question.

Apart from knowledge exchange itself and learning from each
other, it is important that they trust each other’s expertise.
Perhaps the most important thing to highlight is that post-
graduates need to learn how to engage with other disciplines. This
line of thinking is further supported by unfamiliarity with the
tools and premises of said disciplines and is especially present in
interdisciplinary environments where hard and soft sciences are
part of the same group project. In this way, interdisciplinary
projects can provide unique benefits, both to the work itself by
enabling a greater inclusiveness and the ability to recognize more
facets of a problem, as well as to the persons involved by
broadening their horizon and facilitating scientific exchange.

One success of group projects, such as the one of the present
study, is that it provided time and space for such conversations
and argumentations. Without working through a structured
process on this case study, the opportunity would have never
arisen to learn about important differences between disciplinary
structures and methods. Nor would most proponents of the
group have a chance to examine their own assumptions about
scientific vocabulary and consider alternate meanings of basic
terms. These encounters and moments were only made possible
through the group project, which proved its value in training
early career scientists to work cooperatively across disciplinary
boundaries. Overcoming these problems requires the willingness
to compromise. The potential downside can be a loss of precision
in some aspects of the work, which has to be pointed out and
balanced by references to specialized literature.

Conclusion
The present study reports findings about an interdisciplinary
group project in which doctoral students and postdoctoral
researchers with natural, social, and legal professional back-
grounds faced challenges of interdisciplinarity. Results of the
group project include in a practical guideline, which extends
existing conceptual models about transdisciplinary research
process by introducing a concept that helps research groups to
approach an integrated problem interdisciplinarily. In synthesis,
the group went through three phases of interdisciplinary inte-
gration, namely (1) comparing disciplines, (2) understanding
disciplines, and (3) thinking between disciplines.

(1) A group of doctoral students and postdoctoral researchers
collect ideas about a common research problem through
group meetings and frame an integrated research question
by iterative refinements. Group meetings combine informal
lunch breaks with subsequent formal seminars and were
found to be an effective too for helping proponents to
initiate interdisciplinary thinking.

(2) A common understanding about the different disciplines’
perspectives is established through multidisciplinary group
work of experts and non-experts. The different perspectives
of expert and non-experts during multidisciplinary group
work nurtures empathy of proponents when dealing with
unknown disciplines. Group presentations and subsequent
discussions in an atmosphere not related to normal work
environment help to steadily form an interconnected
transdisciplinary framework between disciplines.

(3) The group discusses and reflects about the findings with
respect to the integrated research question through an
interactivity, for example a role play. The answer to the
integrated research question should reflect the ability of the
group for successful interdisciplinary work. An abstraction,
for example using a conceptual model, could be a helpful
way to reduce complexity and ensure an answer that can be
excepted by the entire group.
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